
TP Mini Album     

You will need:       

Empty Toilet Rolls  Pattern Paper 

Ribbon    Binder rings/twine 

Card      

Crop o Dile/Large hole punch 

 

This is an upcycled project using a minimum amount of supplies to create 

a mini album using toilet roll inners.  Covering the rolls creates an ‘album 

page’ with a pocket in the end for a tag.  The project can be up-scaled 

adding a chip board cover, front pockets, envelopes, and embellishments 

 

Instructions 

1. Flatten 4 to 6 toilet roll inners using a Big Shot 

2. Cover each side of the rolls with double sided tape 

3. Measure the flattened roll to find out the length and width 

4. Use pattern paper to cover each of the rolls to do this cut  

paper to size by measuring the Roll length and adding an inch then 

taking the Roll width x 2 and adding an inch  

5. The paper is extended at each end so it can  

be cut and tucked in, then glued to create a  

better finish to the ‘page’ 

6. Pockets can also be created by measuring and  

extending the paper around the roll a second  

time to the half way mark Remember to glue  

the sides of the pocket only in this case 

7. Create tags for each roll by using plain card and a Tag Topper Punch 

8. Reinforce the end of each roll by adding a piece of card cut to 

measure the width of the roll and up to 1.5” wide which can be 

border punched for decorative effect 
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9. Alternatively rolls can be inked on all four edges top and bottom 

and paper cut to size to fit the space to create photo and 

journaling pages 

10. There are several ways to bind the album 

i) Metal bind loops 

ii) Ribbon 

iii) Twine 

iv) Paper hinge system (if creating a cover) 

v) Commercial binding system 

 

11. Punch two holes either side of the reinforced end of the page.  

Thread metal loop through each page and close once complete.  

Check album opens properly.  Once bound ribbon and 

embellishments can be added to the loops and the front cover 

can be embellished. 
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